BCEN® Learn

Your Journey to CertifiED Success and Lifelong Learning.

Be PreparED.

Get ready to learn more, do more and grow more with BCEN® Learn. Our all-in-one learning platform is designed to offer
nurses like you relevant, quality education and the opportunity to earn CE credits for recertification and professional
development. All BCEN Learn offerings are designed by real nurses and subject matter experts, so you’ll stay up-to-date
on the latest industry trends and best practices in an interactive and cost-effective setting.

Online Courses

Each course has been written and designed by subject matter experts in emergency,
pediatric emergency, trauma and transport nursing, to provide you with an interactive and
engaging experience.
We’ve equipped nurses and the future of healthcare with the knowledge
and skills needed to excel and achieve more. Courses are added frequently
to provide a wide variety of topics every emergency, trauma and transport
nurse needs to contribute to professional development and training.
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These unique and affordable online courses are offered in a variety of
subjects and specialties. You can now further your learning on any device,
anytime and anywhere. Upon successfully completing the course, CEs will
automatically be added to your CE tracker within your BCEN account.

Practice Exams

One of the best ways to gain the knowledge, confidence and readiness you
need to prepare for your exam is by taking an exclusive BCEN practice
exam in your area of specialization. Get an authentic test-taking experience
and familiarize yourself with the computer-based format of the true exam,
designed by a committee of real nurses working to help you succeed. Plus,
earn CE credits you can use for professional development.

Practice exams are available in two formats, timed (for a genuine test-taking experience) or
non-timed (when you need further guidance). You can also practice the questions by category
to delve further into areas you are struggling with. Gain access to the rationales and references
upon completion of your practice exam to understand the exam structure.
Practice exams are available for CEN®, CFRN®, CPEN® and TCRN® certifications. When
you purchase and complete a practice exam, you will earn three hours of CE credit.
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Webinars

Created by industry experts who provide relevant and impactful topics in the emergency
nursing field, BCEN webinars offer continuing learning opportunities for you.
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Our free webinars offer opportunities to earn CE credits. These credits will be
automatically uploaded to your CE tracker upon completion, making recertification
as simple as possible.

Podcasts
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Episodes of “BCEN & Friends” feature entertaining, inspiring and thoughtprovoking conversations with authors, innovators and ordinary people
doing extraordinary things. The podcast is designed to create value
and insight for you: professional and certified nurses across the
emergency spectrum.
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Sign up for upcoming live events, or access previously hosted recordings to learn on your own
time. You’ll benefit from the highly engaging nature of each webinar, so come prepared to
interact! There’s always something new to learn with webinars from BCEN Learn. We’re adding
presentations each month to highlight professional successes, industry advances and even
celebratory events.
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Episodes focus on the intersection of nursing, lifelong learning,
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cultures and lifestyles. Available on Apple Podcasts, Amazon
Music/Audible, Google Podcasts, Podbean, Spotify, Alexa, iHeartRadio and Pandora.

Start preparing now for a lifetime of learning, growing and achieving
more with BCEN Learn. learn.bcen.org/
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